NAME → FORMULA

NXNY
YES

-ide

Covalent

Contains
prefixes (mono,
di, tri...) ?

Use the prefixes in the name to determine the
numbers which fill in the subscripts "X" and "Y".

MX+ NYNO

Ionic

→

MY N X

Assemble the formula via "swap and drop". If a
roman numeral is present, use this as the metal's
charge (X+). Otherwise, use the periodic table to
determine charges. Simplify when possible.

MX+ (Poly)Y- → MY(Poly)X

-ate / -ite

Polyatomic

YES

acid

Binary Acid

Assemble the formula via "swap and drop". If a
roman numeral is present, use this as the metal's
charge (X+). Use the back of the p.table to find the
poly's formula. Place the poly in ( ) and swap as
usual. Simplify if possible. If "X" is "1" at this point,
remove the parentheses.

H-Halogen
This is a single H paired with a single halogen (G17).

Starts with
"hydro-"?

H+ (Poly)Y- →

NO

HYPoly

Assemble the formula via "swap and drop".

Polyatomic Acid

To identify the original polyatomic:
-ic comes from -ate

chloric → chlorate

-ous comes from -ite

chlorous → chlorite

FORMULA → NAME

H-Halogen

Binary Acid

Hydro-stem-ic Acid

Poly-ous or Poly-ic Acid
Starts
with H

H-Polyatomic

Polyatomic Acid

Look up poly name on formula chart. If the poly
ends in -ate, replace it with -ic. If the poly ends in
-ite, replace it with -ous. Make no other changes.

Not H-Halo or H-Poly? Go to Covalent.
Look up the name of the poly on your formula chart.
If the metal is group 1/2/13, Zn, or Ag, state its name
followed by the poly's name with no modification:

Formula

3+
Elements

Polyatomic

MetalName PolyName
If any other metal (transition), use the poly's charge
to determine the metal's charge. The metal's charge
becomes the roman numeral in the ( ).

MetalName ( ) PolyName
Prefix-Name Prefix-Stem-ide
2 non-metals

Covalent

2
Elements

Prefixes are determined by the amount of each
element in the molecule: (mono, di, tri...)

MetalName NMStem-ide
Metal / Non-Metal

Ionic

If metal is G1, G2, G13, Zn, or Ag: Name the metal,
and "tack" -ide onto the non-metals's stem.
For any other metals, use the Non-metal to
determine the metal's charge. The metal's charge is
given as a roman numeral in its name.

